The Principal Discriminant Method (PDM) of prediction employs a novel combination of principal component analysis and statistical discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis is based on the construction of discrete category subsets of predictor values in a multidimensional predictor space. A category subset contains those predictor values which give rise to a predictand (or observation) in that particular category. A new predictor value is then assigned to a particular category (i.e., a forecast is made) through the use of probability distribution functions which have been fitted to the category subsets. The PDM uses principal component analysis to define the multidimensional probability distribution functions associated with the category subsets. Because of its underlying discriminant nature the PDM is also applicable to problems in data classification. The PDM is applied to prediction problems using both artificial and actual data sets. When applied to artificial data the PDM shows forecast skills which are comparable to those of standard forecasi techniques, such as linear regression and classical discriminant analysis. -,When applied to actual data 71 a forecast of the 1982-1983 El Nifio, the PDM performed poorly. Hiwever, in forecasting winter ai temperatures over North America, the PDM proved superior to other fotrecast techniques, after suitabl, filtering or smoothing the raw data in order to improve the signal-to-nise ratio. It is expected that ti. PDM will show its greatest advantage over other forecast techniques vhen the relation between predi. tors and predictand is nonlinear.
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PREISNDORn Ur AL.: PRINCIPAL DiscathNANr METHOD 2-a might be the sea surface temperature (k = 1), the sea level
6
O[ same spatial location, and a particular predictand Y'(j) might X€ -1 -be the horizontal visibility at the same timej and at the same -,-or a different location.
In order to use the predictive capabilities of the PDM, we introduce a time lag T into Y'(j), so as to pair Y'(j + T) with b X(j, k), r t 0. For simplicity it will be assumed that T has been
5.
] .
..
introduced into Y'(j), and we will retain the notation X(j, k)
------------
and Y'(j) for the lagged predictor-predictand pair, where now j = 1, 2,-, N labels the common ranges of times of the lagged pair. Hereafter it will be assumed that each predictorpredictand datum pair is statistically independent from other 3 -. *e * C members of the data set. This condition can be tested and the 1t original data suitably redefined to ensure independence if nec-2* * essary. Several of the methods to be discussed later require
I 1this
property of the data. illustrates these ideas for the case of Q = 3, called a "tercile the category subsets in the resultant multidimensional predic-categorization." In Figure I we define Y(j) as follows: tor space can be carved out of the swarm of data points there.
YU) -I if Y'0J < B It is in this mode that the PDM realizes its full power, via its application of principal component analysis to the multidi-Y(j) m 2 if B, < Y'(J) < B2 mensional swarm of data points.
Y(j) _= 3 if B 2 < Y'() Section 4 discusses the results of using the PDM in various forecast situations. This rather brief discussion is intended to for j =, .. , N. There is no requirement that the boundary highlight some of the strengths and weaknesses of the PDM, a values be equally spaced or that the Q categories be equally goal in concert with the theoretical nature of the rest of the populated after the Q-tiling of the predictand. paper.
This paper is a condensation of a technical memorandum [Preisendorfer et al. 1987] , which can be consulted for a more 2.3. The Discriminant Set detailed presentation, especially of the results discussed in sec-
The time series for the kth predictor X(j, k) ( Figure values in category 1, predictor values near zero are associated with category 2 predictand values, and large, negative predictor values tend to correspond to predictand values in category 2. THE StNGLE-PREDIcmiR STAGE
The discriminant set consists of the N points [X(j, k), Y(j)J,
It is assumed that we have available a data set consisting of j = I, 2, .., N. simultaneous observations of both predictors and predictands. Such a data set is required in order to construct the PDM model. After the model has been constructed, it is capable of making forecasts when given new predictor values.
3-* *
The Predictor-Predictand Pair

0
Let X(j, k) denote the value of the kth predictor X at timej. It is convenient to standardize the predictor in time, so that 01 (X) taining N,, points is the training set, and the subset containing 0.5-N,, points is the testing set. Typically, we choose N, = 2N,,, so that two thirds of the N available data points can be used to "train," or to construct, the PDM; one third of the points 0.0, can be used to "test," or to score, the PDM. Figure 3 shows a -2 -1 1 2 possible partition of the points of Figure 2 into training and testing sets. Let X,,(i, k), i = 1, 2, ... , N,,, denote those values X of X(j, k) which fall into the training set. Likewise, let Y(i), Fig. 4 . The pdf's 0,(X), 0 2 (X), and 0 3 (X) for the category subsets of i = 1, ' --, N,,, denote the corresponding values of Y(j). Those Figure 3a . points of the discriminant set which have been randomly assigned to the testing set are denoted by [X,,(i, k) , Y(Q], i = 1, 2. .., N,,. In order to fully utilize the training-testing set category q is partition philosophy, it is necessary that the "training" data be (X 2 statistically independent from the "testing" data. This is a
critical factor in our procedure, and henceforth we assume 2 that independence has been established (compare section 2.1).
where 9. is the average over i of the qth category {C(i): i 1,
Category Subsets of Predictor
.. , M.) and aq 2 is the variance of this set of points.
Space
Note that although the original data set X(j, k), j = i.
N, was standardized to zero mean and unit variance, the catThe subset of predictor points in the training set which is egory subsets Cq in general have nonzero means and nonunit associated with category q of predictand values is termed the variances. Figure 4 shows the fitted Gaussian pdrs, 0,(X), qth category subset of the predictor space, denoted by C, 2 (X), and 3 M(X), for the category subsets of Figure 3a . Once q = 1, 2, .", Q, whose elements are CQi), i = 1, 2, -", Mq. the 0q(X), q = 1, .. ', Q, have been determined, the construc- Figure 3 shows the three category subsets for the illustrated tion (or training) of the single-predictor PDM model is comtraining set: C, with M, = 3, C 2 with M 2 = 6, and C 3 with plete. Observe that implicit in the ckq(X) is the fact that they M 3 = 5. The category subsets form the heart of the discrimiwere constructed for a particular realization of the training nant structure of the PDM. set. A different partition of the discriminant set into training and testing sets would yield somewhat different 0q(X) func-
Fitting the Probability Density
tions. Functions
Once the category subsets of predictor points have been 2.7. Making a Prediction obtained, any discriminant method, including the PDM, reSuppose a new predictor realization X' occurs for predictor quires the fitting of probability density functions to these catk; i.e., X' = X(j, k) for some time j. We wish to use the PDM egory subsets. A decisive point in the discriminant method can model constructed earlier in order to make a predictand forearise when choosing the specific form of the probability dencast for the new predictor value X'. Various strategies can be sity function to be fitted to the category subsets. We choose adopted regarding the manner in which the pdrs ,(X) are the Gaussian distribution for this exposition, although it may employed in making a forecast. Two of the more obvious are be worthwhile in other applications to use a pdf specifically discussed in the following subsections. tailored to a given data set. The form of the Gaussian pdf for 2.7.1. Maximum probability strategy. Given a predictor value X', wc compute 0,(X) for each category q = 1, ".., Q and note which q value, call it q', has the maximum pdf value.
The prediction is then that Y(1j = q'. In Figure 4 we see, for 3-1 -0 * _to C3 ;=Z==== ---------. - example, that X'--0.5 would yield a prediction of Y in >: 2-I t* "" " " *, a categry 3, X' --0.0 would predict Y--2Z and so on.
Bayesian strategy.
The maximum probability strat-_2 --------Iegy is easily interpreted and computationally simple; however, -2 -t 0 t 2 it may not make the best use of the available information. The method of Bayesian inference is perhaps better suited to the problem at hand.
1* N. =7
Strictly speaking, the O(X) pdrs relate to conditional prob-
2-
• " " b abilities: namely, O(X) gives the pdf of X, given that category 0 M /q is observed. To fix this idea, let us write O(X I q) -,#X).
1-1 0
What we really need in order to make a forecast is the prob--2 -1 0 I 2 ability that category q occurs, given that a specific value of X 2 occurs; let us denote this by P(q I X). The category, call it q',
with the greatest probability P(q I X) for the given value of 
T'
If the pdf's are identical, P'(i, q) = l/Q. Thus a measure of how p(X I q)PWq X I q)P(q) far the pdf's are from being identical is can be used to obtain the desired P(q IX) values. Here P(X I q)p, ) 2 is the probability of X given q, which is just O(X Iq). P(q), qli Q J known as the a priori probability of category q occurring, lies at the heart of Bayesian inference. the maximum probability strategy.
If we were making a random forecast of Y(j), it would be reasonable (but not necessary) to make the probability of ranwhere the first term on the right-hand side of the equation domly choosing category q proportional to the number of results from the single occurrence of P'(i, q) = 1, in the sum, points of the training set which fall in category q. So a reasonand the remaining terms on the right-hand side, Q -I in able choice of P(q) is number, result from P'(i, q) = 0. Therefore
It should be understood that in making this choice of P(q) we Thus we are led to define are allowing information about the relative distribution of Q (122 points in the category subsets to influence the PDM's forecast PP(i) -
of the predictand when given a new predictor value X'. This is Q-I the whole point of the Bayesian strategy. Another choice of Clearly, PP(i) = I if the pdf's are perfectly separated and P(q) could lead to an entirely different forecast being made for PP(i) = 0 if the pdf's are identical. Finally, we define the pothe same X' value. If we wish to make no use of our knowltential predictability, PP, as edge about the distribution of points in the category subsets, I XI, we can pick P(q) = I/Q for all q. This is the case of equally pp -Y PP(i) likely a priori distributions, for which the Bayesian strategy N i reduces to the maximum probability strategy.
Thus PP has the property 0 : PP < 1 and is a measure of how distinct the pdrs are: PP approaches zero as the pdf's 2.8. Potential Predictability become identical (and our confidence in a prediction decreases), and PP approaches I as the pdfrs become widely The PDM as it now stands is ready to make predictions by separated (and our confidence in a prediction increases). This whichever strategy is chosen in the previous paragraph. How-definition for PP is consistent with the choice of the maximum ever, it is of great interest also to compute some measure of probability strategy for making a forecast, as discussed in confidence in these predictions, i.e., to ascertain the expected 2.7.1. If the Bayesian strategy of section 2.7.2 is chosen, the forecast skill of the PDM. When the pdf's OJX) are not well definition must be modified slightly by using separated, then the predictions have low skill, no matter what prediction strategy we choose. Note, for example, in Figure 4 P'(i. q) -P[q I X = X,,(i, k)] that for predictor values X' near 0.5 it is nearly equally probf2 -able that the predictand is in category I or 2, if we use the = 4[Xf,(i, k)]P(q)f 0 4q[Xi, k)]P(q)l maximum probability strategy. Conversely, if the 0,(X) are l well separated, then the PDM has no difficulty in determining which reduces to the previous definition of P '(i, q) if the a which pdf has the maximum value for a given X', and we have priori distrib'itions P(q) are chosen to be equally likely, i.e., greater confidence that the predictions will be correct. There-P(q) = I/Q. fore a measure of our confidence in the predictions can be PP is implicitly indexed by k for the particular predictor obtained via a measure of how well separated are the pdf's.
X(j, k) in question. Moreover, PP depends on the particular One measure of this separation is given by the potential pre-partition of the discriminant set into training and testing sets. dictability index (PP). Note that this index is distinctly differThus one should make several (say (1) random partitions of ent from prior uses of 'potential predictability" in the literathe discriminant set and compute PP for each. Then, in the ture, for example, Madden and Shea [1978] .
final tally the average PP (AVGPP) over all partitions should First define be taken: 0 : a o 5 1 3. THE M ULTIPLEt-PKEDICTOR STAGE After performing the single-predictor, ordinary discriminant analyses of section 2 on each predictor X(j, k), k = I, ... , K,
The larger a o is, the better the PDM has forecasted the testing we have, for a fixed predictand Y(J), a set of predictors orset values, and the smaller a, is, the better the PDM has dered by their potential predictability scores. We drop from performed. Unlike PP, J 0 , and d 1 , which are based on the further consideration any predictors which did not have statisfitted pdf's defining the PDM model, a, and a, are actual tically significant PP scores in the single-predictor stage, so forecast scores made by the PDM when applied to an inde-that K, < K predictors remain. V now turn our attention to pendent testing set. Our studies of the PDM in section 4 will the task of constructing the PDM model in its multivariate make use of the training and testing sets in the manner just setting. discussed: the PDM will be defined using the training set, and
We choose the predictor with the highest potential predictaits performance will then be evaluated using the testing set. bility score as the first predictor to be included in the multipleThe ao and a, scores are a convenient means of presenting predictor PDM model. We then must screen the remaining forecast skill when discrete forecast categories are used. (See, K, -I predictors in order to select those which, when comfor example, Preisendorfer and Mobley [1984] for the use of a o bined with the first predictor, yield a multiple-predictor model and a, in scoring seasonal climate forecasts.) which is, in some sense, optimum.
Significance Tests for Class Errors
Correlational Screening of Predictors
The Monte Carlo procedure, used in section 2.9 to deterSuppose we have already selected L -1 predictors, L = 2, mine the 5% critical value for potential predictability, is ---. K, -I. Let these selected predictors be X(j, 1), 1 = 1, ... , equally applicable to the determination of critical values for L -1. Let the remaining set of unselected predictors be denotd o , di, a o, and a. For each of the 100 realizations of the ed by
random data set R, we can compute do and d, from the associ-denote the correlation between the indicated predictors. The ated training set, and we can compute ao and a, scores from number the associated testing set. We then determine the 5% upper pm.JU) M Max I pu, } I 1 = 1, L -I critical levels, ao(96) and ao(96), and the 5% lower critical values, d,(05) and a,(05). Significantly good predictions will is a measure of the distance between the uth unselected predichave d o and a. scores that equal or exceed do(96) and ao(96), tor W(j, u) and the set of L -I previously selected predictors respectively. Significantly good predictions will have d, and a, X(j, ). The larger p,.,(u) is, the closer W(j, u) is to {X(j, I), scores that equal or are less than dl(05) and a,(05), respec-I = I, --, L -l} as a whole.
tively. Note that when more than one predictor is considered When choosing a new candidate predictor for addition to (section 3.1), estimation of significance level becomes more the previously selected predictors, we choose that predictor complicated.
W(j, u) which has the minimum correlation magnitude, p,,*(u). In so doing, we are selecting that predictor which is 2.12. Ranking and Screening Single least correlated with the existing predictors and therefore most Predictors likely to add new information to the model. If u' is the value of
The net result of this section is the ability to individually u giving the minimum p_,(u), then we set X(j, L) = W(j, u'), rank (for a given predictand Y(j)) the predictors X(j, k), k = 1, j = t, -.. , N. This correlational screening is the first step in ... , K, in terms of their PP, ao, d,, ao, and a, scores. Those choosing the Lth predictor. Whether or not this candidate predictors that have significant potential predictability and predictor is retained in the PDM model will depend on its class-error scores become candidates for further consideration effect on the PP, do, and d, scores, to be discussed in section in the multiple-predictor stage. Predictors that have non-3.9. significant scores as single-predictors of a predictand are unlikely to add useful information if they are combined with 3.2. The L-Dimensional Discriminant Set other predictors in the multiple-predictor stage, and they and Related Subsets therefore can be dropped from further consideration. It is imHaving added a candidate Lth predictor, we now have a set portant to remember here that as one considers more and of L predictors which at each timej form a vector X(J)
[X(j, more predictors, the probability of finding an apparently 1), X(j, 2), -.. , X(j, L)) in euclidean L-space E, As the time -good one" by chance increases. Recall the probabilgiven predictand, the one with the higher AVGPP will repre-ities P'(i, q), which were defined when developing the PP index sent the higher predictability, on average.
(using either the maximum probability or Bayesian strategies).
For each i value, find the maximum of the Q probabilities, 2.9. Monte Carlo Significance Test for P {P'(i, q): q = 1, .-, Q} and let q'(i) be the q value for which P'(i, q) is a maximum. We now define the potential 0-class While one predictor may have a higher potential predicta-error as bility than another, for a given predictand, it is possible that neither is significant in the statistical sense. This possibility do-[i, q'(i)] can be tested via a Monte Carlo approach. Let a random N [ ) number generator choose a class q at each time j; define a new array R(j) = q, j = 1, ... , N, and replace Y by R (a random Note that as the pdf's 4,(X) become well separated, P' [i, q'(i) ], version of Y). The probability of randomly assigning a partic-and consequently d o , approach 1. As the pdf's become identiular q value to R(j) should be made proportional to the rela-cal, P[i, q'(j] and d o approach P(q'), which for the Bayesian tive frequency of occurrence of the qth category in the Q-tiling case is I/Q. Therefore d o is another measure, based on the of the original data set, so that the Monte Carlo test will pdf's O€(X), of how confidently we can expect the PDM to simulate as closely as possible the real experiment, make a correct category forecast. We can now use the given predictor set X(j, k) and the But even if the PDM makes an incorrect forecast, it is newly defined random predictand R(j) to produce training clearly better to have a forecast that misses by only one catand testing sets, as in section 2.4, and to carry through all the egory than to have a forecast that misses by two or more subsequent steps to obtain a value of PP. This entire process categories. For example, if category I is observed, a forecast of can then be repeated, after generating a new realization of the category 2 is closer to the truth than is a forecast of category random predictand R, to obtain another value of PP for a 3. Thus it is useful to have a measure of how likely it is that random relation between predictor and predictand. This pro-the PDM will err by only one category, if it indeed makes an r cess can be repeated to generate, say, 100 values of PP for incorrect forecast. Toward this end, we define random predictor-predictand connections. These 100 values can be ordered from smallest to largest; call them PP(l) for
Ai, 1) a 0 the smallest to PP(100) for the largest. The 5% critical value 1(i, 2) P'(i, 1) for PP is then determined from the ninety-sixth smallest PP value, PP(96). Thus the probability that a randomly produced P(i, 3) P'(i, 2) PP value will equal or exceed PP (96) is approximately 0.05. Therefore if the PP value determined for the actual predictorpredictand pair satisfies PP z PP(96), we will say that PP is (i, Q + I) P'(i, Q) significant at the 5% level.
Ai, Q + 2) 0 If one wants to establish a critical value for AVGPP(k), then the Monte Carlo simulation is conducted so as to mimic the The idea here is to have P' [i, q'(i We note also that there are other measures of separation of A moment's reflection shows that d, is a measure of the probthe category swarms. For example, Hotelling's T 2 test (the ability that a category one less or one greater than the correct multivariate generalization of Student's t test) can be used to forecast category will be selected, if indeed the q'(i) value gives test the significant separation of a pair of category means ,r'q a false forecast. As the pdf's 4,(X) become well separated, d, However, such tests often depend on assumptions of normality approaches 0; as the pdf's become identical, a, approaches or independence of events. The potential predictability mea-I/Q. Thus we have sure of separation was developed in an attempt to have a nonparametric test. 1 0< !5 a !5
Class Errors
The potential predictability gives us one measure of how The larger d o is, the better X(j, k) may predict Y(j), and the well a particular predictor can be expected to forecast predic-smaller d, is, the better X(j, k) may predict Y(j. tand values. Another straightforward indicator of how well a 2.10.2. Actual errors: a o and a,. After the PDM has been prediction method is doing, when predicting categories, is to constructed, or trained, using the training set [X,,(i, k) , Y(1)], count the number of predictions that are correct (0-class we can apply the PDM to the testing set predictors, X,(i, k), errors) and the number of predictions that are off by one and can verify the predictions it makes against the actual category (1-class errors). In the PDM we shall do this two observations for the testing set, YO. It is again crucial that ways: we will determine the potential 0-and 1-class errors, 4 o the members of the testing set be statistically independent and d, respectively, using the training set, and we will deterfrom the training set. Each time the PDM makes a correct mine the actual 0-and 1-class errors, a o and a, using the forecast, we tally one to the 0-class error score, and each time testing set.
the PDM forecast errs by one category, we tally one to the It is to the subsets C q = 1, .,Q,of EL that we will -eventually fit L-dimensional probability density functions.
-1
However, before fitting the pdf's, we perform a preliminary analysis of the L-dimensional category subsets using principal component analysis (PCA). It is in this application of PCA -2 that the PDM parts company with classical discriminant analysis.
Binary PCA Decomposition of Category
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Subsets
PREDICTOR I
Let us consider, for didactic purposes, the case of two predictors (L = 2) and a terciled predictand (Q = 3). Figure 5 Fig. 6 . The category 2 point swarm of Figure 5 and the probability shows three swarms of (artificially generated) points in E 2 , contours of the best fit bivariate normal pdf.
representing the three category subsets. In classical discriminant analysis, each category subset would be fitted with a having pdf's which accurately delineate the category subsets, bivariate normal pdf. For a point swarm shaped like that of we could not expect accurate forecasts from a model based on category 2, the bivariate normal pdf would probably be quite fits as poor as that of Figure 7 , and standard discriminant satisfactory; Figure 6 shows the category 2 swarm and the analysis will fail. best fit binormal pdf. However, for an irregularly shaped Principal component analysis enables us to systematically swarm, such as category I of Figure 5 , the bivariate normal and objectively subdivide an arbitrarily shaped category pdf is clearly a poor representation of the actual shape of the swarm into a number of smaller point swarms in EL. If each of category subsets. Figure 7 shows the best fit bivariate normal the smaller swarms is then roughly elliptical in shape (in terms pdf for category 1. Since discriminant methods depend upon of hyperellipses in EL), then a multinormal pdf can be well fitted to each smaller swarm. The critical need for parsimony in this subdivision process should be kept in mind as the 0 reader proceeds through the next several sections. The pdf describing the original, irregularly shaped category swarm can Figure 9 . This procedure seems to work fairly well in practice, although it should not be applied blindly. For instance, the category 2 swarm of Figure 5 , which was -1 nearly spherical to begin with, seems little distorted by decom-1' posing it into, say. the four subswarms of a level 2 decomposition. If X¢ is sinuous, as are categories I and 3 of Figure 5, -2 then a level 2 decomposition goes a long way toward generating a reasonable resolution of the original swarm, but without getting too near the noise level.
-33 -2 -1 0 3.4.3. Strategy 3. It is the sinuous shape of the data distribution that causes the poor definition of pdf's and hence the PREDICTOR I need for PDM subdivision. Thus we can envision measures of thelskewness and kurtosis of the data swarms that could be Fig. 10 . The category I point swarm of Figure 5 and the probability used to decide if partitioning is required. It is clear that such contours ofd),(X), as determined by a level 2 PCA decomposition.
higher-moment measures of the data swarm will have to be able to discern category 1 (Figure 5 ) distributions from ellipfunction W(t) = N,(t)/M,, so that tical distributions, since the latter are well represented by mul-NT, tidimensional Gaussians. We will not pursue such measures W = here.
Fitting pdf's to the Terminal Nodes
The probability distribution function for the qth category Let us suppose that the qth category subset X. has been subset is then taken to be dcomposed into a number of terminal nodes X¢(ot, ... , a.).
NT,
Let T,(t) denote the tth terminal node X,(at', .) of X 5 , and OD(X) W let NT. be the number of terminal nodes of X; t = 1, 2, .-, NT. Thus NT = 1 for the case of no decomposition of the for q = 1, ., Q and X in EL. These pdf's 0 5 (X) define the original category subset, NT = 4 for a level 2 decomposition desired PDM model. like that of Figures 8 and 9 , and so on. Let Nq(t) denote the Figure 7 showed the binormal pdf for the category I point number of points Nq(c, ., .) in the tth terminal node; swarm of Figure 5 ; this is the case of NT = I, or no PCA decomposition of the category set. Figure 10 shows the con-N NT(. ) = M 4 tours of 0 1 (X) when determined by a level 2 decomposition, as
Iillustrated in Figures 8 and 9 and discussed in section 3.4.2. This pdf is clearly a much more realistic description of the The centroid of T(t) is located at (t). Finally, let S(t)
category swarm than is the pdf of Figure 7 . If the PCA L x L covariane matrix of T(t), with determinant II S 5 (t) I decomposition is allowed to proceed until just before the miniand inverse S, -'(t). mum point requirement N(t) > L is violated, the category I The best fit multivariate normal pdf for the ith terminal point swarm of Figure 5 is reduced to 23 terminal nodes. node T4(t) is then Figure I I shows the tree diagram of this maximum possible
0(t, X) -(2x)-L/2(I S(t) I)
-/2 decomposition. Figure 12 shows the 0,(X) contours determined from the terminal nodes of Figure 11 . This pdf gives a exp {-0.
5[X -T't)]TS, -1(t)[XS-
5
Tt)fl very sharp delineation of the category subset, but the fine (It is assumed that II S(t) I1 # 0, so that S, - '(t) exists; if this is structure of the probability contours is clearly being deternot the case, the PCA decomposition leading to this terminal mined by twe individual points of the category subset, which node is not made, and the parent swarm is declared terminal.) may be undesirable, as discussed in section 3.4. X is an arbitrary point in EL. Sq-1(t) is readily obtained from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained in the PCA of T 4 (t), namely, Just as in the single-predictor case, we must choose a prediction strategy (maximum probability, Bayesian, or another) Sq -(t) = (M. -1) /. -.L r for using the pdrs O q) to make a prediction. If the maxi-36 lAt mum probability strategy is chosen, then, given a new predictor realization X' (now an L-dimensional vector), we evaluate 3.6. Assembling the pdf's 0V(X'), q = 1, .-. , Q. The prediction is then that the predic-A multivariate normal pdf is fitted to each terminal node tand falls into category q', where q' is the q value correspond-T(t) of Net) points, t = , "", NT. We define a weighting ing to the maximum @(X'), q = 1, strategy is chosen, the a priori probabilities can be set to
Q. If the Bayesian
The potential predictability is now measuring the separa-P(q) -M,/N,, as in the single-predictor case, and the pdf's tion of pdf's in an L-dimensional space. These matters all proceed in exact analogy to the singlewould be obtained in classical discriminant theory. The potenpredictor case. Thus in computing the potential predictability tial predictability for these pdf's is PP = 0.39, when using the index for the maximum probability strategy, we first compute maximum probability forecast strategy. Figure 14 shows the contour interval is different for each of *he three pdrs. show any useable degree of forecast skill.
NUMBER OF PEDICTORS 4.2. Using Filtered Predictors
IN MODEL
If the poor performance of the PDM in the El Nihio forecast Fig. 17 . Potential predictability values for various PDM models i i Itime lag r= 0. The solid curves are for the maximum probability is indeed due to noise in the data, then perhaps filtering or forecast strategy, and the dashed curves are for the Bayesian strategy, smoothing the raw predictor values will increase the signal-toDots are for no PCA decomposition of the category swarms (a level 0 noise ratio and thereby allow the PDM to extract the infordecomposition, equivalent to classical discriminant analysis), triangles mation needed to make its forecast. To investigate this possiare for a level 2 PCA decomposition, and squares identify the curves bility, a series of forecasts was made using two types of filters: for which the maximum possible number of PCA decompositions was performed.
I. A seven-point running mean was applied to each predictor time series. Thus each predictor value X(j, k), k = I, • ". K, was replaced by a smoothed value, X,{j, .) given by 3. All else being equal, PP increases as the number of PCA j3 decompositions of the category swarms increases.
X,(j, k) --Y X(j', k)
4. All else being equal, PP increases as more predictors are 7 j.
3-
added to the model. The 3 months at the beginning and end of the 476-month time Similar results were found for d. and d t e.g.. d, decreases (the series were left unsmoothed. The PDM analysis then promodel becomes better) as predictors are added, all else being ceeded as before, but now using the X(j, k) as predictors. equal, and so on. This behavior is consistent with our expecta-2. As before, the training set X,, was selected to be the first tions and with the high likelihood that much of the apparent N,, = 396 months of each of the K = 7 predictors. A PCA was skill is artificial.
then performed on the training set to get Figure 18 shows the dependence of PP on the time lag r between predictor and predictand, for the case of a Bayesian A = X,,. E forecast strategy and a level 2 PCA decomposition of category where E -[el.... e] is the 7 x 7 matrix of empirical orswarms. We note that the PP scores decrease somewhat as r increases from 0 to 4 months for the two predictor model, but thogonal functions pEOFsi and A [a , ... T a ] is the that the PP cors ar reati ely ind pend nt f r for the 396 × 7 m atrix of principal com po nents. The principal co mnthat the PP scores are relatively independent of for the ponent time series a, -Cas(I), "", a 1 (N,,)]rj = 1, "", K, were ordered by the size of their associated eigenvalue and were Figure 18 was generated for two-predictor and fiveused as the predictors in training the PDM, rather than using predictor models in which the particular predictors in the prdcrmodel s wereheldfined wichhe. p predictors5an6 in the the original X(j, k) as predictors (compare section 2.12). Since model were held fixed (i.e., predictors 5 and 6 in the first case and predictors 5. 6, 7, 2, and 4 in the second case). In general, the a, are orthogonal, we can do no further predictor ranking we would expect that the best predictors for one time lag using correlations between predictors (compare section 3.1).
The testing set X, was defined as before to be the predictors £ from 1984f to 1986. However, before making a forecast using 0.6-the testing set, we replaced X,. by amplitudes A, defined by 0 .5-j
A, X,. E 0where E is the EOF matrix of the training set. We thus per-0.4P i(2 I, mformed the same transformation on the training and testing 0.3-, i 4 sets, so that the A,, values can be used in the probability 0 t 3 distribution functions 0, of the PDM. TIME LAO r, moeha A series of experiments was made to compare the forecasts Fig. 18 . PP scores for the two-predictor (solid circles) and five-made using the filtered predictors with the forecasts mode predictor (open circles) PDM, as a function of time lag t. using the raw data. The Bayesian forecast strategy and a level
1.0
We also note that scores like a. are overall measures of a forecaster's performance over the time span of the testing set.
0.9-
If we are interested only in forecasting the onset of an El Nifio, then a low a. score does not necessarily imply poor model performance, nor does a high a 0 score imply success in 0.8 -, , m e the forecast. wind fields helped the model, it has not been able to extract TIDE LAG , metl the same information from the original data set as did the linear prediction model. In essence, the PP scores suggest that Fig. 19 . The a. scores for various two-predictor PDM models:
there is so much variability between El Nifho events that the solid circles, unfiltered predictors 5 and 6. diamonds, predictors 5 and requisite pdrs are poorly defined, and so the PDM should fail. 6 with a seven-point running mean. open circles, principal components I and 2; squares, seven-point running mean, then PCA and Further, the 1982-1983 event was quite unusual for a variety using principal components I and 2: triangles, persistence of the pre-of reasons and so may not fit well into the statistical structure dictand values, determined from the training set. These problems withstanding, we still should expect the PDM to fail in 1983 for the same reason the linear prediction model failed [cf. Barnett, 2 decomposition of the category swarms were chosen. Figure  1984] . 19 compares the a o scores of the various two-predictor
In summary, the PDM did not perform particularly well on models. We note first that the a, scores obtained after applying the seven-point running mean filter to predictors 5 and 6 are in fact lower than the scores obtained using unfiltered predictors 5 and 6. However, if we perform a PCA and then use principal components I and 2, the a. scores are generally 3-higher than the scores of the unfiltered two-predictor model out to T = 2. These results can be interpreted as follows. The 2-running mean is a low-pass temporal filter which leaves a 0o 1t low-frequency, but possibly still random, time series. The spa- terciled, are quite persistent, persistence attains a high a 0 TIME score. In a similar fashion, climatology, which always forecasts tercile category 2, attains a score of a. -0.725 owing to the Fig. 20 . Category forecasts made using principal components I chosen terciling scheme. Neither persistence nor climatology and 2 (circles of Figure 19) . This section is intended to show some of the strengths and were taken to be the training set, and the 80 months from weaknesses of the PDM. Thus we show a forecast scenario in January 1980 to August 1986 were taken to be the testing set. which the method does not do particularly well and one where
The training set contains several El Nifios, so we thought that it apparently does better than other conventional forecast the PDM should have a good opportunity to define the catschemes. The first example is particularly illuminating, for egory pdf's. The 1982-1983 event stands out prominently in there we intercompare results obtained using some of the difthe testing set, as is seen in Figure 16 . Furthermore, the testing ferent strategies discussed earlier, thereby giving the reader a set is largely independent of the training set, although there is feeling for the sensitivity of the PDM to the details of its substantial autocorrelation within each set (compare section construction. Since this is essentially a theoretical paper, the 2.1 and section 2.4). discussion of the applications is brief. Additional examples of
The PDM was applied in various configurations: the PDM in operation are given by Preisendorfer er al. [1987] .
1. Both maximum probability and Bayesian strategies were used. In the Bayesian case the priors were made proportional to the number of points in the category (compare 4.1. Forecasting the El Nito of [1982] [1983] section 2.7).
Barnett [1984] addressed the problem of statistically fore-2. Category swarms were forced to undergo a predetercasting sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the equamined number of PCA subdivisions, either zero (as seen in torial Pacific using wind anomalies as predictors, during the Figure 13 ), 2 (as seen in Figure 14) , or the maximum possible 1982-1983 El Nifo. That study used an advanced regression number (as seen in Figure 15) , as discussed in section 3.4. model which related the SST anomalies in the predictand re-3. The potential predictability was used to measure the gions to the prior wind anomalies in the predictor regions. separation of the category pdf's, although the 5% significance The study showed, among other things, that it was possible to levels were computed only in the single-predictor cases (owing forecast the onset of El Niflo, as measured by SST anomalies to computational expense). in a region off the coast of Peru, using wind anomalies from 4. The individual predictors were rated by their potential various regions in the central Pacific. These forecasts were predictability scores in order to select the first predictor. Subsuccessful at lead times of up to 4 months. Although the sequent predictors were added to the model in the order given model did an acceptable job of forecasting the onset of the by the correlations, as described in section 3.1. Models con-1982 Models con- -1983 El Nifio, it failed to accurately predict the decline taining 1-7 predictors were compared. of the El Nifio, for reasons discussed in the 1984 paper. It was For a time lag of r = 0, predictor 5 (wind in region V I) has felt that a repetition of this study would be another means of the highest potential predictability score of any individual preevaluating the PDM's forecast ability.
dictor. If the maximum probability strategy is chosen, this The data set consists of monthly wind and temperature value is PP = 0.196; the 5% significance level is anomalies for the 476 months from January 1947 to August PP(96) = 0.019, so that PP is significant. For the Bayesian 1986. There are four regions of the equatorial Pacific for strategy, PP = 0.377 and PP(96) = 0.316, so that PP is once which u-component (east-west) wind anomalies are available, again significant. Predictor 5 thus becomes the first predictor and three regions for which there are v-component (northof the PDM model. Predictor 6 (wind in region V2) is least south) wind anomalies. Thus there are seven possible predic-correhrted with predictor 5, and therefore becomes the next tors (labeled 1, ... , 7 and corresponding to Barnett's UI, U2, predictor added to the model. With two or more predictors in U3, U4, VI, V2, and V3, respectively). The predictand SST the model, we also have the possibility of forecast skills deanomalies were terciled, so that only the extreme events would pending on the number of PCA decompositions of the catfall outside the "normal" category. Inspection of the SST egory sets. Figure 17 shows the dependence of the potential record shows that if boundaries B, = -0.5'C and B 2 = 1.2*C predictability on the form of the PDM model. In Figure 17 we are selected (see section 2.2), then slightly less than one sixth of note the following behavior of the potential predictability: the anomalies fall into category I (below normal SST), some-1. The relatively low initial PP values, while significant. what more than two thirds fall into category 2 (normal SST), indicate that the category pdf's are not very distinct. We imand slightly less than one sixth fall into category 3 (above mediately expect that the PDM, as constituted for this probnormal SST). The above-normal category, so defined, contains lem, will not perform well. only anomalies which are greater than two standard devi-2. All else being equal, PP is greater for the Bayesian foreations from the mean, which is a reasonable definition of El cast strategy than for the maximum probability strategy.
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3 levels on PP, do at, a o , and a, proceed, in principle, as before. Now, however, when the randomly generated predictand R(i) is analyzed using the multivariate predictors, it is necessary to 2 perform a full PCA decomposition in order to get the needed pdf's (as described in sections 3.3 to 3.6). This PCA analysis becomes prohibitively expensive when it must be repeated 100 times in a Monte Carlo experiment. Thus in practice, the 5% significance levels may not be available. values X' would "fall into the gaps" of these irregularly shaped Condition 2 pdf's in such a manner as to cause the point to be ascribed to the wrong pdf, thus giving an incorrect forecast. If these three conditions are not satisfied, we delete the candiMonte Carlo experiments for determining 5% significance date predictor from the model and return to section 3.1 to select the nrxt candidate predictor. We continue in this manner until all possible predictors have been examined, at 3 which time the PDM model is complete. Condition I is simply the requirement that the model have Sa statistically significant potential predictability. Condition 2 2 -is the requirement that the addition of the Lth predictor improve the potential class error scores, and condition 3 exl presses the requirement that the model's potential class error 4scores be statistically significant. Conditions I and 3 can be 0 relaxed by using, say, a 10% significance level instead of the 1-4 U 0-5% level shown. Condition 2 cannot be relaxed. For complete rigor the critical level should decrease as the number of possible predictors is increased. This allows for the probability that one of the predictors will, by shear chance, appear useful (compare scction 2.12).
-2
Scoring the PDM Model
I I I i
One the PDM model is complete, we can compute the -3--3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 actual class errors a o and a , using the testing set XJ, i -1, ... , N, generated during the examination of the final predic-PREDICTOR 1 tor which was admitted to the model. These a o and a, scores, Fig. 15 . Contours of equal probability of the three pdrs ,0), as together with the information shown in conditions 1, 2, and 3 determined from the maximum possible PCA decomposition of the in section 3.9, are the data by which we measure the PDM category subsets of Figure 5 . Contour intervals vary. model's actual and potential skills. 
